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Non-parsed wiki feature (np) doesn't work correctly anymore in plugins

Status
Closed

Subject
Non-parsed wiki feature (np) doesn't work correctly anymore in plugins

Version
7.x
8.x

Category
Regression

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Submitted by
Philippe Cloutier

Lastmod by
lindon

Rating
(0)

Description
Hi,

After upgrading my web site from tiki 7.0 to 7.2, I've noticed that the non-parsed wiki feature in the
wiki pages is not working correctly anymore.
Indeed, from the tests I've done, it seems that in case of multiple use of the non-parsed wiki feature
on the same line, only the last one is taken into account.

For exemple, for the following wiki text, only the second --css is taken into account, the first one not
so the text is striked through.

use the --css option (ex: --css test)

Regards,
Yannick

--------
Ticket update:

Note that the problem occurs mainly in fancytables.
I've enabled "Allow HTML" for the problematic pages. That also corrected the problem with non-
parsed wiki syntax. 

Solution
Fixed in trunk (to be version 9.0) with r39347. Fix backported to 8.x with r39350

https://dev.tiki.org/item4015-Non-parsed-wiki-feature-np-doesn-t-work-correctly-anymore-in-plugins
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Importance
6

Priority
30

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
4015

Created
Thursday 20 October, 2011 17:47:35 GMT-0000
by Yannick Charton

LastModif
Saturday 31 December, 2011 23:39:02 GMT-0000

Comments

Philippe Cloutier 24 Oct 11 19:55 GMT-0000

I tried to reproduce using the line you provided under Tiki 7.2, but I couldn't. For me the text displays
as it should, without strike-through.

I attached the complete source of the Wiki page I used to test. Do you get the same result? If you do,
please provide the complete source of a problematic page.

Yannick Charton 25 Oct 11 17:31 GMT-0000

Hi Philippe,

I did some tests today, with tiki 7.2, always with some double dash prefixed words: normal text, text
in a code (wiki parsing activated), text in a fancytable, text in tabs.
No problem with normal text, but it seems that when used in a plugin the non-parsing feature stop to
work properly.

You can see the result at: http://www.tontonitch.com/tiki/tiki-index.php?page=test_np
Also, i'm attaching the source of the page.

Note that if I activate the "Allow HTML" feature, the non-parsing feature will work again. But I guess
that this "Allow HTML" feature doesn't have to interact like that with the non-parsing feature.

https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
http://www.tontonitch.com/tiki/tiki-index.php?page=test_np
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Yannick Charton 25 Oct 11 17:35 GMT-0000

Also note that I used HTML tags with tiki 7.0, with the "Allow HTML" feature disabled. And the tags
were interpreted anyway. So I guess tiki 7.2 (and maybe 7.1) upgrade(s) corrected that behaviour.

Philippe Cloutier 26 Oct 11 03:13 GMT-0000

I confirm. r36009/r36010, which went in 7.2, introduced this. This still affects trunk as of r38493.
Thanks for reporting.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

test_np.txt 25 Oct 11 17:32 GMT-0000 73

NPtest.txt 24 Oct 11 19:52 GMT-0000 70 np test case

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item4015-Non-parsed-wiki-feature-np-doesn-t-work-correctly-anymore-in-plugins

https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/item4015-Non-parsed-wiki-feature-np-doesn-t-work-correctly-anymore-in-plugins
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